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 .The main result is that a general James space J X , where X is a Banach space
with a Schauder basis which is spreading and 1-unconditional, has normal structure
if the basis of X is uniformly monotone. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
w xThis paper is a sequel to M. A. Khamsi 9 , in which a constant b wasp
defined for a Banach space X with a Schauder basis, and its relation to
the normal structure property was studied. We prove an inequality for this
constant in this paper and use it to investigate the geometrical property of
normal structure in general James spaces. The concept of a uniformly
monotone basis for a Banach space is introduced and it is shown that it
provides a sufficient condition that a general James space should possess
normal structure.
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2. PRELIMINARIES
We consider Banach spaces having a Schauder basis which is spreading,
 .boundedly complete, and 1-unconditional. Recall that a basis x of an
Banach space X is said to be symmetric if, for every permutation p of then
set of natural numbers, we have
a x s a x . n n n p n
n nX X
It is easy to see that a symmetric basis of X is spreading in the following
 .sense: if for every a in R we haven
a x s a x , n n n pn
n nX X
where p - p - ??? .1 2
 .  .The basis x is called 1-conditional if for every a in R we haven n
e a x s a x , n n n n n
n nX X
 .where e s "1. It is boundedly complete if for each sequence a forn n
5 5which sup  a x - `, there exists an x g X such that x sn iF n i i
lim  a x .n iF n i i
DEFINITION 1. A family of James type spaces is defined as follows: Let
c denote the space of all real sequences that converge to 0.0
 .  .  .1 The space J X consists of all sequences a g c for which1 n 0
5 .5a - ` where1n
5 5a s sup a y a x q a x , .  .1n p p i p nq1 5i iq1 nq1
1FiFn X
the supremum being taking over all finite increasing sequences of positive
numbers p , p , . . . , p .1 2 nq1
 .  .  .2 The space J X consists of all sequences a g c for whichn 0
5 .5a - ` wheren
5 5a s sup a y a x q a y a x , .  .  .n p p i p p nq1 5i iq1 nq1 1
1FiFn X
the supremum being taken over all finite increasing sequences of positive
numbers p , p , . . . , p .1 2 nq1
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w x  .  .It is easily shown 11, 13 that the spaces J X and J X are Banach1
spaces.
w xThe original James space 7 is obtained by taking X s l in the2
 .definition of J X . It is the first example of a nonreflexive Banach space
with a basis, the second dual of which has finite codimension. This space
has been used to disprove several conjectures in Banach space geometry
w x1, 2, 5, 11, 12 .
Let K be a nonempty convex subset of a Banach space X. A mapping
5 5 5 5T : K ª K is said to be nonexpansive if Tx y Ty F x y y for everyX X
x, y g K. The space X is said to have the fixed point property if every
nonexpansive mapping defined on a weakly compact convex subset of X
w xhas a fixed point. One of the fundamental results 10 on nonexpansive
mappings relates the fixed point property to a geometrical property called
normal structure.
DEFINITION 2. The Banach space X is said to have the normal structure
property if for every weakly compact convex subset K of X there exists a
point x g K such that
5 5 4r x , K s sup x y y ; y g K - diam K . .  .X
w xThis property was introduced by Brodskii and Mil'man 4 who gave a
w xsimple sequential characterization of it. Indeed, it is proved in 4, 14 that
X has normal structure property if and only if X does not contain a
 .weakly convergent diametral sequence. The sequence z is said to ben
diametral if
lim d z , co z , . . . , z s diam z , .  . .nq1 1 n n
nª`
 .where co A is the convex hull of the set A and
5 5d z , co z , . . . , z s inf z y z ; z g co z , . . . , z . 4 .  . . Xnq1 1 n nq1 1 n
3. NORMAL STRUCTURE PROPERTY IN JAMES SPACES
w x  .In 9 , a constant b X is defined for any Banach space X withp
 . w .  .Schauder basis x . For p g 1, ` , b X is the infimum of the set ofn p
numbers l such that
1rpp p5 5 5 5 5 5u q ¨ F l u q ¨ , .X X X
 .  .for every u, ¨ g X which verify supp u q 1 - supp ¨ , where
 4supp a x s n; a / 0 , n n n /
n
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and the notation A q k - B, for any subsets A, B of N, means a q k - b
w x  . 1r pfor every a g A and b g B. In 9 it is proved that if b X - 2 then Xp
w x  .has the normal structure property. Besbes 3 proved that J l has the1 p
w xnormal structure property. Another proof of this result can be found in 6 .
Our first theorem gives a generalization of this result.
THEOREM 1. Let X be a Banach space with a spreading, boundedly
w .complete, and 1-unconditional basis. Then, for each p g 1, ` , we ha¨e
b J X F b X . .  . .p 1 p
 .  .  .Proof. Let u, ¨ g J X such that supp u q 1 - supp ¨ . We can as-1
sume that ¨ has a finite support. Then one can find p - p - ??? - p F1 2 n
L and q - q - ??? - q with q ) L such that1 2 m 1
5 5u s a y a x q a x , .J  X . p p i p n1 i iq1 n
1FiFny1 X
and
5 5¨ s d y d x q d x , .J  X . q q i q m1 i iq1 m
1FiFmy1 X
 .  .if u s a and ¨ s d . In view of the spreading property of the basisn n
 .  .x and the definition of b X , we haven p
1rpp p5 5 5 5u q ¨ F b X g y g x q g x , .  .  .p i iq1 i nqmq1 nqmq1
1FiFnqm X
w x wwhere g s a for every i g 1, n , g s d for every j g n q 2,i p j qi jy nq1.
xm q n q 1 and g s 0. Hence,nq1
1rpp p5 5 5 5 5 5u q ¨ F b X u q ¨ . .  . J  X .p 1
which implies the required inequality.
Using the properties of the constants b , we get the following corollary:p
  .. w .COROLLARY 1. b J l s 1 for e¨ery p g 1, ` .p 1 p
w xThe main result of 9 says that, if X is a Banach space with a finite
 . 1r p w xcodimensional subspace Y such that b Y - 2 for some p g 1, ` ,p
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then X has the normal structure property. Using it and Corollary 1 we
obtain:
THEOREM 2. Let X be a Banach space with a spreading, boundedly
 .complete, and 1-unconditional basis. Then J X has the normal structure1
 . 1r pproperty pro¨ided that b X - 2 .p
The next natural question is under what conditions on X does the
 .James type space J X have the normal structure property. This question
w x  .is motivated by some known partial results. In 8 it is shown that J l has2
the fixed point property; the proof is based on nonstandard techniques and
does not depend on normal structure this method was developed to show
that certain Banach spaces without the normal structure property do have
.  .the fixed point property . The question whether J l has the normal2
w xstructure property was answered by D. Tingley in 15 . He noticed that
 .J l possesses the following property:2
 .DEFINITION 3. A Banach space X is said to have property ) if every
 .sequence z that converges weakly to 0 satisfiesn
5 5 5 5sup lim sup z y z ) lim inf z . ) . 5n m n
nm n
 .It is not hard to see that if X has property ) , then it does not contain
a diametral sequence and, therefore, X has the normal structure property.
 .  .In what follows we discuss property ) in J X .
 .DEFINITION 4. A Schauder basis x of a Banach space is calledn
uniformly monotone if, for every a ) 0, there exists d ) 0 such that
 . 5 5whenever r ) 0 and a is a sequence with  a x - r, thenn iG 2 i i
a x q d F a x q a x . i i 1 i i
iG2 iG2
LEMMA 1. Let X be a Banach space with a basis which is symmetric,
 .boundedly complete, 1-unconditional, and uniformly monotone. Let z ben
 .weakly con¨ergent to 0 in J X for which no subsequence is con¨ergent with
 X .  .respect to the norm. Then there exists a subsequence z of z such thatn n
5 5 5 X 5X Xsup lim sup z y z ) lim inf z . 5r q n
nq r
Proof. Since the conclusion is independent of the number of extrac-
tions we will be making, it will be convenient to denote any subsequence of
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 .  .  .z by z again. Because z is weakly convergent to 0, there exists an n n
 .sequence of blocks u such thatn
5 5lim z y u s 0.J  X .n n
nª`
 . w xWe can assume that supp u ; b , B where b - B - b y 2 forn n n n n nq1
 n.  n.  .every n g N. Set z s a and u s b . From the definition of J X ,n i n i
there exist p - p - ??? - p , depending on n, such that1 2 kq1
n n n n5 5u s b y b x q b y b x . .  .J  X .n p p i p p kq1iq1 i kq1 1
1FiFk X
Since the basis is uniformly monotone, we can show that b n b n F 0 andp pkq 1 1
5 5 4  < q <that at least one term is not zero. Put M s sup z s sup a ;cn n t0
4  .q, t g N . From our assumption on z we deduce that M ) 0. Letn
< q <0 - e - M. There exist t, q such that a ) M y e . For r ) t, by defini-t
 .tion of the norm in J X , we have
5 5P z y u . J  X .ry1 q r
q r r r r qG a x y b x y b y b x y b q a x .  .t 1 p 2 p p iq2 p t kq31 iq1 i kq1
1FiFk X
1 .
and
q r q5 5P z y u G ya x y b q a x .  .J  X .ry1 q r t 1 p t 21
r r ry b y b x y b x . 2 . . p p iq2 p kq3iq1 i kq1
1FiFk X
 .  .  .Here we have P z s a , a , . . . , a , 0, 0, . . . where z s a .s 1 2 s n
n n  .  .By the conditions on b and b and the inequalities 1 and 2 , wep p1 kq1
can assume that
a q / 0 and b r G 0 G b r .t p pkq 1 1
Considering the signs of a q, b r , and b r four cases arise as follows:t p pkq 1 k
Case 1. a q ) 0, b r G 0 G b r . Thent p pkq 1 1
a q q b r G b r q M y e G b r y b r y e .t p p p pkq 1 kq1 kq1 1
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 .The properties of the norm and 1 imply that
q r r r5 5P z y u G a x y b x y a y b x .  .J  X .ry1 q r t 1 p 2 p p iq21 kq1 i
1FiFk
r ry b q b y e x . .p p kq3kq 1 1 X
Therefore,
q r r5 5P z y u G a x q a y b x .  .J  X .ry1 q r t 1 p p iq1kq 1 i
1FiFk
r rq b q b y e x .p p kq2kq 1 1 X
q r rG a x q a y b x .t 1 p p iq1kq 1 i
1FiFk
r rq b q b x y e , .p p kq2kq 1 1 X
where we have used the triangle inequality in the last step.
Case 2. a q ) 0, b r F 0 F b r . Thent p pkq 1 1
a q q b r G b r q M y e G b r y b r y e .t p p p p1 1 1 kq1
 .The properties of the norm and 2 imply that
5 5P z y u . J  X .ry1 q r
q r rG ya x y b y b y e x .t 1 p p 21 kq1
r r ry b y b x y b x . p p iq2 p kq3iq1 i kq1
1FiFk X
q r r r rG a x q b y b x q b y b x y e , .  .t 1 p p iq1 p p kq2iq1 i kq1 1
1FiFk X
using the properties of the norm and the triangle inequality as in Case 1.
Case 3. a q - 0, b r G 0 G b r . Thent p pkq 1 1
y a q q b r G yb r q M y e G b r y b r y e . .t p p p p1 1 kq1 1
Case 4. a q - 0, b r F 0 F b r . Thent p pkq 1 1
y a q q b r G yb r q M y e G b r y b r y e . .t p p p pkq 1 kq1 1 kq1
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Again we proceed as before and obtain for these cases,
q r r5 5P z y u G a x q b y b x .  .J  X .ry1 q r t 1 p p iq1kq 1 i
1FiFk
r rq b y b x y e . .p p kq2kq 1 1 X
Letting r ª `, we have
q r r5 5lim sup z y z G lim sup a x q b y b x .J  X .q r t 1 p p iq1iq1 i
r r 1FiFk
r rq b y b x y e . .p p kq2kq 1 1 X
Since a q ) M y e there exists d ) 0 such thatt
q r r r ra x q b y b x q b y b x .  .t 1 p p iq1 p p kq2iq1 i kq1 1
1FiFk X
r r r r 5 5G d q b y b x q b y b x s d q u . .  . p p i p p kq1 riq1 i kq1 1
1FiFk X
Therefore
5 5 5 5lim sup z y z G d q lim sup z y e .J  X . J  X .q r r
r r
Hence
5 5 5 5sup lim sup z y z G d q lim sup z y e .J  X . 5q r r
q r r
As e tends to 0 we get
5 5 5 5sup lim sup z y z ) lim sup z .J  X . J  X . 5q r r
q r rª`
This completes the proof of Lemma 1.
From this technical lemma we deduce the main result of this work:
THEOREM 3. Let X be a Banach space with a basis which is symmetric,
 .boundedly complete, 1-unconditional, and uniformly monotone. Then J X
has the normal structure property.
Proof. Since no diametral sequence can satisfy the conclusion of Lemma
1, using the sequential characterization of the normal structure property,
we get the conclusion of the theorem.
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w .Clearly any l for p g 1, ` satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 3.p
Therefore, as a corollary, we obtain:
 .COROLLARY 2. The space J l has the normal structure property for e¨eryp
1 F p - `.
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